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1.

Research objectives and motivation

In control systems, the goal is to design a controller for the system to be controlled
to meet the quality specifications (stability, static and dynamic behaviour,
constraint handling). Different controller structures can be considered, where the
parameters have to be tuned appropriately.
In industrial applications, the most widely spread controllers are the PID
controllers. Besides, predictive controllers have also gained numerous industrial
applications, as taking into account expected future errors in a prediction horizon
they can ensure better control performance than PID controllers, especially in cases
of big dead time and when the future reference signal is known. The tuning
parameters are the prediction horizon, the control horizon, the weighting factors.
The control signal is obtained by minimising a cost function. Simplified version of
predictive control is PFC, predictive functional control, which has expressive
tuning parameters. In simplicity it can be competitive to PID control.
Predictive control algorithms usually allow many changes in the future control
signal to minimize the cost function of the output error and the control signal
increments during the prediction horizon. Therefore, the implementation requires
expert knowledge, and commercial programs, especially when considering the
constraints handling. However, often the task is only to improve the behaviour of
simple and easy to implement SISO (Single-Input Single-Output) PI(D)
(Proportional-Integral-Derivative) low-level, basic controllers [11].
PFC (Predictive Functional Control) has been very successful in industry
[13,14,19,20,21]. PFC uses a simple aim and minimizes the tracking error (error of
the controlled signal to track the reference trajectory) in some few future points.
The name ‘functional control’ reflects the fact that the assumed manipulated
variable has the structure of linear combination of some basis functions.
The principle of PFC with stepwise changes of the reference signal is that the
controlled variable y should achieve the reference trajectory in one future target
point (coincidence point), see Fig. 1. An exponential function of the trajectory with
settling time Tc  t95% is chosen (for simplicity), and updated for each control step
to start from the actual y and converges exponentially to the reference signal yr. The
control goal is that, during the prediction horizon, the change of the trajectory
equals the predicted change of y. Assumption of constant manipulated variable u
during the prediction horizon is sufficient to force the process to achieve constant
steady-state value [19,20].
The aim of the work is to develop new PFC algorithms, which are robust to
mismatch in all parameters of the system, and also to extend the algorithms for
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systems with several time constants and also having underdamped behaviour, and
to provide new tuning method for PID controllers based on PFC approach.

Figure 1. PFC principle
For practical applications robustness against mismatch between the process and its
model is very important. There are several known strategies to ensure robustness.
Normey-Rico et al. [16,17,18] recommended a first-order filter to improve the
robustness of a PI controller with Smith predictor [23] using GPC (Generalized
Predictive Control) to handle the changes of the process time delay. Ingimundarson
and Hägglund [15] showed an analytic procedure to design a robust predictive PI
(PPI) controller against the time delay uncertainty of the system using step
response experiments of the process and the assumed first-order model. Zabet and
Haber showed that PFC algorithm for a delayed stable process is equivalent to the
Smith predictor [2,4].
The target behaviour (dominant closed-loop pole or time constant) is the most
important tuning parameter of PFC. The link between the desired and the real
behaviour of PFC can be weak in some cases or rather does not exist, and the
tuning parameters are selected through trial and error without a guarantee of what is
achievable ([5]). J.A. Rossiter introduced an alternative PFC tuning for secondorder models to place the desired poles more precisely [5].
Assuming simple linear aperiodic processes plus time delay, which often exist in
the industry, a simple predictive controller, with only one supposed increment of
the controlled variable during the control horizon and one prediction point, is a
suitable candidate instead of PI(D) controllers ensuring equivalent complexity of
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implementation. Also, predictive controller can handle constraints of the different
variables better than PID controllers without considering anti-windup techniques
[19].
Goal of the research work
This research sets the aim to develop new predictive functional control applications
for


Designing robust PFC for first- and aperiodic second-order models plus
time delay, considering the uncertainty of all process parameters (static
gain, time constants and time delay).



Improving the PFC tuning method to assign the target closed-loop poles
more precisely than the classical PFC algorithm, and minimizing the
calculation efforts in case of under-damped systems.



Tuning of PI(D) controllers based on PFC by minimizing the error
between closed-loop responses of the PFC and PI(D) controllers and
improving the bumpless switching technique between the two controllers.

The filter within the Smith-Predictor is a common technique to robustify the
controllers. In addition to the uncertainty of the process time delay which has the
major influence on robustness, we observe that the uncertainty of the other process
parameters (static gain and time constants) has also a significant influence on
robustness. For robust PFC, analytical design of the filter is discussed using PFC
for first- and aperiodic second-order models plus time delay, as some processes can
be represented better with second-order models than using first-order models.
PFC tuning method for under-damped, or non-minimum phase systems cannot
assure an achievement of the target dynamics, because of its nature of targeting an
exponential function of the reference trajectory. The assigning of the target closedloop poles more precisely than in the classical PFC method is discussed.
Implementation of PFC for under-damped systems requires handling of complex
numbers algebra. In this case a new formulation of PFC tuning will be discussed to
handle only real numbers algebra.
Tuning of PI(D) controllers based on PFC is also discussed. For delayed processes,
a tuning of Smith-Predictor PI(D) controller based on PFC is also examined.
Switching technique of PFC to PI(D) controllers needs to update some internal
variables of the PI(D) controller. Some of the PI(D) controllers are found in
industries as black-box units, which require to modify the switching technique. The
modification of the switching technique is discussed also.
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2.

Research methodology

The performance of the algorithms has been tested by programs written in
MATLAB environment. Besides case studies have been analysed using laboratory
experiments.
The robust PFC algorithm has been simulated using the MATLAB code and
compared to some known algorithms. Real-time experiment of the conductivity
control has been used as a system with dominant time delay, to apply the robust
PFC algorithm. The plant was built in the Laboratory of Process Automation of the
Cologne University of Applied Sciences, using some pumps and many sensors to
measure the flow of the pumps, the liquid level, and the conductivity in the tank.
The measured output and control signals are interconnected between the PC and the
plant, through a NI DAQPad-6016 device. A user interface was programmed using
software LabVIEW 2014 of National Instruments (Fig. 2).
The new PFC tuning has been simulated using the MATLAB code to study the
efficacy of the tuning parameters in comparison to the classical PFC tuning. Realtime experiment of the temperature control has been used as an aperiodic system, to
show the performance of the new PFC tuning. The system is a Hot air blower pilot
plant from AMIRA [10], with a heater, fan and sensors to measure the flow and the
temperatures in the pipe (Fig. 3).

Figure 2. Conductivity control plant
3.

Figure 3. Hot-air blower pilot plant

Summary of the new scientific results

3.1 Thesis 1: Robust tuning of PFC based on first- and aperiodic second-order
models plus time delay
I)

I extended the simple PFC with a robustifying first-order filter F having unity
gain and time constant T f , while keeping the coding simplicity of the
considered PFC algorithm [8], see Fig. 4.
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Figure 4. PFC with a filtered Smith predictor (ym: model output, z: disturbance signal,
and Gm0: model of the process without time delay)

II) I introduced analytic tuning formulas of robust PFC in the knowledge of the
maximum absolute value of the uncertainties of the process parameters (K of
the static gain, T of the time constants, and Td of the time delay) for a firstor an aperiodic second-order model. The algorithm is called PFC-FSP (PFC
with Filtered Smith Predictor).
III) Assuming nominal model of the process Gm  G and stable closed-loop system,
I formulated the robust stability condition of the closed-loop system in the
frequency domain considering the uncertainties in the process parameters, in a
form of the allowed absolute value of the deviation G Gm in each frequency
while maintaining the stability.
IV) I obtained the maximum deviation (for the expected variation boundaries of
the process time delay Td , static gain K and time constants T ) with a
simple step response experiment.
V) I defined the range of the filter time constant values by adjusting the obtained
maximum deviation to fulfill the stability condition.
VI) I defined analytically the IE performance criterium (Integral error of the
disturbance control) for first- and second-order models, using the final value
theorem, to show that minimizing Tf leads to the minimization of IE. I
optimized the robust PFC tuning for the minimum allowed Tf value by
minimizing the IE.
PFC-FSP algorithm (index ZH) is simulated and compared to the PFC tuning
(index NO), the tuning of PFC with robustifying filters, designed according to
Normey-Rico, Bordons, and Camacho [16] (index NBC), or designed
according to Ingimundarson and Hägglund [15] (index IH), see Fig. 5. The
process was a non-minimum phase of third-order, and its model was of
second-order. The maximum absolute values of the process parameters
uncertainties were: K=0.7Km, T=0.4(Tm1+Tm2), Td=0.2Td. The plots show
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that the PFC-FSP algorithm for second-order model has the best performance
in controlling the reference and the disturbance with the process parameters
uncertainty, in comparison to the other designing methods. The stability
margins confirm that the PFC-FSP algorithm robustify the system more than
using the other filters.

Figure 5a. Control of the process based on a
second-order model

Figure 5b. Nyquist plot of the open-loop
system (NO: dotted, NBC: dashed, IH:
dashed dotted, and ZH: solid lines)

The publication related to the thesis 1 is: [8]
3.2 Thesis 2: Pole-placement predictive functional control
I)

I extended the new PFC tuning method (called PP-PFC: pole-placement PFC,
and developed by J. A. Rossiter for second-order systems) for stable, higherorder over- and under-damped systems [5]. The proposed PP-PFC tuning
assigns the target closed-loop poles more precisely than the conventional PFC
which may fail to deliver the target settling-time and needs trial and error
tuning to determine the appropriate parameters.

II) The concept of the PP-PFC algorithm for second-order systems was to design
independent control laws u (1) and u ( 2) for each first-order sub-model and then
use a linear combination of both u (k )  1  u (1) (k )   2  u ( 2) (k ) as the actual
control law applied to the system. The coefficients 1 and  2 are defined
according to target two equal poles 1   2 . I extended this concept to consider
any target poles 1 , 2 ,, n , and for any order of the system by formulating
general form of the coefficients  i to assign the target poles more precisely
than in the classical PFC (which may fail to achieve the target dynamics for
any tuning) [5]. The plot in Fig. 6 shows that PP-PFC algorithm (dotted-line)
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satisfies exactly the target poles of 1, 2,3  0.7 , and the classical PFC (solid-line)
fails to do.

Figure 6. Classical PFC and PP-PFC using a target pole of 1, 2,3  0.7

III) The desired closed-loop poles are achieved for any open-loop poles, even if
the poles are complex. The control law has a real value in all cases, even if the
internal variables in the sub-models have complex values [7,9]. I introduced
an alternative form of PP-PFC for under-damped systems to handle only real
numbers algebra. The new form reduces the calculation efforts of the
algorithm. I simplified the common control law for two sub-models having
complex conjugate poles, to a second-order control law based on real numbers
algebra and using the states of the second-order model [9].
The publications related to the thesis 2 are: [5,7,9]
3.3 Thesis 3: PFC based tuning of PI(D) controllers
I)

I presented PFC based tuning of PI(D) controllers for first- and second-order
processes in [1,2,4,6] which show good performance compared to DS-d PID
(Direct synthesis and disturbance rejection) tuning of [12] and SIMC-PID
(Simple Internal Model Control) tuning of [22]. I introduced PI(D) tuning
based on PFC for higher-order aperiodic processes to have a PFC-like
response.

II) I proved that PFC structure has an integrator part.
III) One way to tune PID parameters for higher-order processes is to approximate
the first- or second-order model of the process and to tune the PI(D) controller
for this low-order model. I considered an alternative way by minimizing the
error between the controlled variables using PFC and the alternative PI(D)
controller.
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IV) Considering PFC-PI(D)-SP tuning for processes with time delay, I tuned PI(D)
controller based on PFC without delay compensator ( d m  0 ), with considering
the process model as an internal model of the delay compensator (Smithpredictor) of the PI(D) controller, see Fig. 7. The derivation gives a simple
way to tune PI(D) controller which has close response to PFC control.

Figure 7: PFC-PI(D) control of an aperiodic process plus time delay (PFC: solid, PISP: solid, PI: dashed, PID-SP: dashed-dotted, and PID: dotted lines)

V) The bumpless switching technique between PFC and PI(D) controllers
requires that the manipulated variables of the controllers are computed always,
i.e. independently whether they are used or not. While the PI(D) controller is
applied to the process, its manipulated variable is applied also to the process
model of PFC [3]. While the PFC controller is applied to the process, its
previous manipulated variables are set to previous manipulated variables of
the PI(D) controller. This step is impossible in some massive control units
(black box units). I solved this problem by applying the difference between
both actual manipulated variables uPFC and uPI(D) through the proposed FIR
(Finite Impulse Response) filter GF (q 1 )  q1q 1  q2 q 2 , and adding the filter
output to the calculated manipulated variables of the PI(D) controller (Fig. 8).
u PI ( D ) (k )  P0 e(k )  P1e(k  1)  P2 e(k  2)  q1u PFC (k  1)  q 2 u PFC (k  2)

Figure 8: Scheme of the switching between PI(D) and PFC controllers
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The simulation in Fig. 9 shows that the change of the manipulated variable
when switching PFC to PFC-PID using the filter is smaller than without using
the filter (the change is reduced to 50% in the average).

Figure 9: Manipulated variable changes when switching PFC to PID (PID-SP with
filter: solid; PID-SP: dashed-dotted; PID with filter: dashed; PID: dotted lines)
The publications related to the thesis 3 are: [1,2,3,4,6]
4.

Applications

4.1. The experimental conductivity control plant has a constant inflow water Fin
fed through a long pipe (long-time delay) from two external storages
(containing low-conductive clow and high-conductive chigh water, respectively),
using two pumps with flow rate Fin,1 and Fin,2 = Fin - Fin,1. The level of the
liquid in the mixer is kept constant during the control by feeding out the liquid
using a third pump with flow Fout = Fin. The conductivity in the mixer cout is
controlled by the conductivity of the inflow cin , which is defined based on:
cin 



1
Fin,1  clow  Fin  Fin,1   chigh
Fin



The real-time conductivity control in the mixer with dominant time delay
using PFC and PFC-FSP show that PFC-PFC damps the oscillations and
reduces the overshoot much better than classical PFC [8], see Fig. 10.
4.2. The experimental hot-air blower pilot plant (LTR-701) from AMIRA has an
air sucked in through a radial fan and flows through a throttle valve for
heating. The air is heated and then flows through a tube. The input signal is
the heating power and the output signal is the temperature at the end of the
tube. Real-time PP-PFC control of the hot-air blower pilot plant has been
effective at obtaining the desired response characteristics and has robust
behaviour [5], see Fig. 11.
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Figure 10a. PFC of the conductivity process

Figure 10b. PFC-FSP of the process

Figure 11. PP-PFC temperature control with target poles 1, 2  0.98, 0.9

4.3. Real-time PFC-PI(D) control of the hot-air blower pilot plant is simulated and
compared to PFC in Fig. 12. The plots in Fig. 12a show good approximation
of the PI control with approximately similar settling times. The plots in Fig.
12b show that the approximated PFC-PID controller has a very close
performance to the PFC controller.

Figure 12a. PFC-PI control of the hot-air
blower plant

Figure 12b. PFC-PID control of the hot-air
blower plant
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The new PFC algorithms were successfully applied in the simulations and also
in the experimental systems in the laboratory. The results were promising
demonstrating the efficiency of the algorithms. Expectedly they will work
satisfactorily and effectively in industrial environments as well, e.g. in
petrochemical industries.
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